
 
 

PARTY TRAY MENU 
TO ORDER PLEASE CALL: +65 9834 9935 OR EMAIL US AT: PARTYTRAYS@VIOLETOON.COM 

Kindly place orders 3 days in advance by 3pm, or at least 5 days in advance for collection on 
public holidays and the eve of public holidays.

 

 

Pickup from the National Kitchen by Violet Oon Singapore or delivery is available at $28 per location 
($38 on public holidays and the eve of public holidays).

NATIONAL KITCHEN BY VIOLET OON SINGAPORE
1 ST ANDREW'S ROAD #02–01, NATIONAL GALLERY SINGAPORE (CITY HALL WING) . SINGAPORE 178957

WWW.VIOLETOON.COM   FB.VIOLETOONSINGAPORE 

NOODLES, PASTA & RICE VO’S CLASSICS
(ONLY AVAILABLE IN PARTY TRAYS)

VO’S SHEPHERD’S PIE . 149.80 
       

VO’S SPECIAL MEATLESS MEATBALL PASTA . 147.70
 &     ,    
   &   

DRY LAKSA . 170.70
     ’   
  ,     

NASI GORENG NYONYA WITH 
HAE BEE AND PRAWNS . 147.10
    ,     

WHITE RICE . 32.10

CHICKEN LEMAK . 147.10
         

BUAH KELUAK AYAM . 164.80
        
         
  

BEEF RENDANG . 164.80
          
          

GARAM ASSAM FISH . 164.80
           
         

UDANG GORENG CHILLI . 211.90
         

MAINS

 

SALAD & STARTERS VEGETABLES

CHAP CHYE . 111.30 
        
  

SAYUR LODEH . 111.30 
          
vegan

MEATLESS MEATBALLS RENDANG . 129.50 
        
         
   
vegetarian  .  contains egg and cheese

TAU HU GORENG . 80.30
           
   ’    
  

NGOH HIANG . 104.90 
   ,  ,    
        
   

KUAY PIE TEE . 95.80 
         
      “ ”    
,       


